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Executive Summary 

                   Live-Art is a start-up venture in New York City that combines online and offline art 

experiences, which blurs the boundaries between art education and art collection and organically 

integrates the two fields. Our philosophy is to inspire people to live with art and create their own 

art kingdom. By strengthening each individual’s engagement in the art world, we aim to improve 

our users’ art appreciation perception through art education and to encourage them to create an 

aesthetic atmosphere for their living environment through art collection. Traditionally, education 

is more focused on non-profit, while art collection is more on commercialized consumption. 

However, they are deeply connected and intertwined. From this, we hope that our digital learning 

on art education can guide users to generate passion for the art collection and correspondingly 

allow more art collectors to participate in art education programs to deepen aesthetic 

experiences. The company’s business mainly includes online digital products - the mobile 

application, and in-person art appreciation events as well as the art advisory service. We expect 

to build up a digital learning and interactive art collection community, aiming to accumulate 

more accurate target art collectors from the virtual platforms to the real-world art business. Our 

target user market is Chinese people living and working in New York City since New York has a 

natural artistic and cultural atmosphere where people have a greater demand for high-quality life 

with aesthetic experience. Our unique advantage lies in creating an efficient, flexible, hybrid, and 

social art learning experience. At present, most mobile applications in the American market 

detach art education, museum guide, and art collection features, setting a clear barrier between 

logical tools and emotional experiences. However, we both value digital user experience and 

aesthetic engagement in the real world, providing our users with a novel and effective learning 
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and art-collecting experience. Users can learn, interact, find friends, and sign up to participate in 

art events on our digital platform, linking great activities between the real and virtual worlds. To 

create better content, we have an excellent team with many talents from various professional 

fields, including product development, art education, curriculum design, and art collection. All of 

our art events and art-related courses have solid academic and theoretical foundations. The 

collaboration of these elites will continuously improve our venture to optimize the problems 

from our customer feedback or of the same type of products in the market. Our pricing strategy is 

more economical than many museum membership plans in New York City, and the registration 

system for it is very flexible, allowing users to engage in or drop out anytime. In the initial stage 

of the company, our main capital came from the entrepreneurial partners, and we increased our 

income through the art activities carried out successively. Although project development will 

cost a lot of funding, the company estimates a first-year revenue of $800,000 and expects to be 

profitable after the first eight months of operations. Under the ideal conditions we predict, the 

company can start to achieve stable profits in the third year, increasingly expand the number of 

users, and form a strong social influence in the art market in New York City. 
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Market Opportunity  

                 Online art education has a huge market in New York City for the Chinese group. There 

are many Chinese art lovers who desire to attend art history courses and start collecting works of 

art but are unsure where to start. With the updating and iteration of technology and the 

diversification of learning methods, many art colleges and museums in New York City have 

gradually opened online courses. According to Pogrebin (2015), “The Fashion Institute of 

Technology recently started offering an online course in basic drawing. Parsons offers online 

credit and noncredit courses in topics like graphic design and color theory. The New York 

Institute of Photography went completely online last year. The Museum of Modern Art is one of 

a few museums that have gotten into the act, with seven online courses, including a collage class, 

which combines studio technique demonstrations with a study of the works in MoMA’s 

collection.”  However, these art programs only focus on fine art creation and design practices, 1

paying less attention to significant art education themes about aesthetic education, art 

appreciation, art history, art business, or art collection. In recent years, with the outbreak of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the distribution of the home quarantine policy, social changes have 

forced many people to take art courses in the digital format, which is not an option but has 

become the only solution. “Due to the global shut-down of many art institutions, the mode of 

education has dramatically shifted from on-campus to online learning with virtual teaching using 

digital technologies.”  In addition, as the population in higher and adult education becomes more 2

 Pogrebin, R. (2015, March 19). Not Digital Art, but art learned digitally. The New York Times. 1

Retrieved October 27, 2022, from https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/20/education/not-digital-art-but-art-
learned-digitally.html 

 Butt, Sameera, Asif Mahmood, and Saima Saleem. “The Role of Institutional Factors and Cognitive 2

Absorption on Students’ Satisfaction and Performance in Online Learning During COVID 19.” PloS 
one 17, no. 6 (2022): e0269609–e0269609.
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diversified, the requirement for connecting remote individual students grows. The lifelong 

learners are frequently unable to attend regular classroom teaching due to family or employment 

obligations. In this regard, digital technologies are frequently presented as a potential solution for 

changing educational environments and making them more adaptable and accessible to a greater 

number of learners (Cain 2015).  In New York City,  both Sotheby’s Institute of Art and 3

Christie’s Education offer a set of online art courses about the art market, art business, art history, 

art technology, and art writing, led by experienced art specialists in the industry. These programs 

are of great course quality and professionalism but are relatively expensive and require a 

complete course learning cycle. Therefore, the above social insights inspire me to create a mobile 

application to provide online courses about art education that learners can join with a totally 

flexible schedule and less money.  

                 In addition, the art tour activities of art education and art appreciation are in great 

demand in metropolises. When people meet their basic material needs, they will be eager for 

further spiritual and aesthetic needs. After work and study, many people regard cultural events as 

psychological relaxation and social communication. “Just as human beings of different cultures, 

times, genders, and ages have common biological needs, they also have common aesthetic needs 

for beauty and harmony. Cultural anthropologist Dissanayake (2007) believes that this human 

aesthetic ability is the source of the origin of art. She organized human responses to experience 

into aesthetic operations: repetition, dynamic change, formalization, exaggeration, and 

 Cain, W. (2015). Technology navigators: An innovative role in pedagogy, design and instructional 3

support. Educational Innovations and Contemporary Technologies, 21–35. https://doi.org/
10.1057/9781137468611_2 
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surprise.”  Moreover, in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, in order to advance towards self-4

actualization, human beings need beautiful visual imagery or novel and pleasant experiences, and 

after reaching a person’s cognitive needs, it will develop into deeper aesthetic needs.”  5

                  Furthermore, people will generate a more profound desire to own art to deepen their 

aesthetic needs. Based on some qualitative and quantitative, high-net-worth groups living in New 

York City have a huge demand for art collections, which contains a strong art market potential. 

From my observation, many UHNW Chinese individuals are very willing to attain art advisory 

services, and our venture may have great opportunities to assist them in art collecting. Also, the 

Art Basel report demonstrates that “While US buyers still accounted for the largest share of sales 

made in 2021, Asian collectors made up one-third of all bids by value worldwide and almost half 

(46%) of the bid-on or bought lots over $5 million. Besides sales in Hong Kong SAR (China), 

20% of the bids in New York were also by Asian buyers, and they were behind the purchases of 

many of the highest-priced Impressionist, Modern, and contemporary works.”  From the 6

perspective of urban history, artistic resources, social values, and cultural roots, New York has a 

tremendous base of potential collectors. “New York is the global headquarters of the art market, 

with the highest market share by value of art sales worldwide. It is also a center of high net worth 

wealth, has the largest population of millionaires and billionaires globally, and is the key 

 Hartle, Lynn C., Patricia Pinciotti, and Rebecca L. Gorton. “ArtsIN: Arts Integration and Infusion 4

Framework.” Early childhood education journal 43, no. 4 (2015): 289–298.

  McLeod, Saul (29 December 2021) [2007]. "Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs". SimplyPsychology. 5

Retrieved 2 January 2022.

 “The Art Market, 2022.” Art Basel. Accessed November 5, 2022. https://www.artbasel.com/about/6

initiatives/the-art-market. 
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financial hub of the US.”  The report of Arts Economics and UBS (2019) also presents that 7

“HNW New York collectors with wealth more than $1 million had a slightly higher average at 

152 works, and this was considerably higher than the averages of other HNW collectors surveyed 

in different international regions.”  According to the survey about New York collectors’ reasons 8

for buying artworks, “the most highly ranked factors were the following: collecting from a 

passion for art and as the expression of their personality; aesthetic and decorative considerations; 

and a drive to support artists and culture and other philanthropic motives. For ultra-HNW 

collectors, they regard collecting art as a reflection of their social and political values and have 

some trading or investment-driven considerations.”  Different regional markets will have 9

different opportunities. It is very important to understand the reasons why people build up their 

art collection and their passion for art in a region, which can effectively guide our enterprises to 

design our digital and in-person products that meet the needs of the local art market. Although 

the investment attribute is not a decisive factor, many collectors also believe that art can not only 

be collected for enthusiasm but also provide portfolio diversification. Based on the art research 

from Morgan Stanley (2020), “The stakes are high: it is estimated that between five to ten 

percent of an ultra-high-net-worth (UHNW) individual’s balance sheet is in art and 

collectibles.”   10

 “The NYC Art Market Report.” Independent, November 19, 2020. https://7

nyartmarket.independenthq.com/. 

 Art Basel. “The Art Basel and UBS Global Art Market Report.” Art Basel. Art Basel, August 3, 2019. 8

https://www.artbasel.com/news/art-market-report.  

 “The NYC Art Market Report.” Independent, November 19, 2020. https://9

nyartmarket.independenthq.com/. 

 “In Partnership with the Art Resources Team at Morgan Stanley” Artnet.com. Accessed October 27, 10

2022. https://www.artnet.com/artnet-intelligence-report/?stream=business. 
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                To explore more current entrepreneurial opportunities, we explore and analyze existing 

mobile applications for art education and art collection on the digital market. The first category 

of competitor analysis is art education. For instance, See Saw is a mobile application for art 

gallery guides in New York City. Though it creates a very clear art exhibition calendar by 

visually presenting all geographic locations of galleries on a map, it overlooks the significance of 

museum art activities, and it has not formed an art community with social interaction. Simply 

listing gallery show information that lacks genuine and vibrant experience sharing, making it 

difficult for users to be motivated to step out of their homes and participate in art activities. 

Artguide NY is a similar application developed by Artforum. Compared with the See Saw, it has a 

better visual browsing experience and a more useful introduction to artworks. An inspiring 

additional feature is that it allows users to mark down interesting artworks and shows with the 

“Like” and “Check-In” buttons. But, users cannot share these memories with their friends or 

other users. This phenomenon reminds me to avoid similar problems and create a more 

interactive digital platform to share users’ artistic experiences and their beloved art collections. 

Another product in the same category is B-connects, a digital museum guide. Although it creates 

great features for exploring highlighted artworks, current exhibitions, and educational resources 

in several famous museums, the user experience is insufficient in leading users to understand art 

appreciation and art knowledge. And Wiki Art is a non-profit art history learning App aiming to 

build an online art education world to make great art accessible to anyone and anywhere. But, it 

only constructs a shallow learning experience for users due to the lack of information on art 

history timeline, art collection categories, museum events, and user interactions. Therefore, the 
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problems in existing art education products now mainly focus on an absence of art appreciation, 

deep understanding, and thoughtful participation. 

                Furthermore, the second category is the mobile applications for the art market and art 

collection. Saatchi Art can help art collectors discover the artworks they love by artists from 

around the world and provide online art advisory according to collectors’ preferences. Although 

the application thoughtfully organizes thematic plans of many art collections for art collectors to 

select, provides online art advisory services with curators, and has a set of powerful digital 

filters, the app is very logical yet lacks emotional and aesthetic experiences. Even though 

powerful technologies allow the art advisory service to happen online, there is still a strong need 

for in-person consulting during art collection. And they mainly focus on emerging artists with a 

relatively fair price, but if art collectors wish to collect works from big-name artists who 

collaborated with galleries, they will feel the limitation of the selection range. The second 

competitive product is Artand, which is a leading art community and art collection platform in 

China. There are more than 140000 real artists gathered on the platform, where collectors can 

place orders and immediately gain a certificate of collection. The strength of this venture is that 

they create an interactive online community where art collectors can share new collections with 

each other. It further promotes art to develop to the public, and accordingly, the Internet platform 

provides more and more opportunities for young artists. However, they exist many drawbacks. 

The artworks recommended on the home page are very chaotic, and interactions are not 

sufficient between each other inside the community discussion boards. Though the platform is 

designed for Chinese collectors, the artworks are merely limited to emerging Chinese artists, and 

the flexibility to collect foreign artists is restricted. In contrast to Saatchi Art and Artand, the 
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largest online art marketplace application Artsy connects more than 4000 art galleries, art fairs, 

and auction houses with collectors worldwide, focusing on the essential art market and online art 

transactions. Although experienced collectors can directly and effectively obtain transparent 

pricing information and bid for their favorite artists’ works from premier galleries, such an online 

art collection experience is not friendly for novice collectors because they need more art 

education as a foundation and must understand the various price ranges and value trends in the 

art market. Similar problems occur on Christie’s online auction applications. The entire user 

experience is very commercial and lacks artistic beauty. Our venture believes that art collecting 

is a very emotional and esthetic activity, but online art trading makes this process a little 

mechanical and indifferent. We believe that it is more appropriate to establish offline in-person 

experience through online information. In addition, for large-amount art transactions, online 

payment is not very safe, and users can hardly feel secure in confirming payment as well as 

communicating transportation and other issues with customer service. Besides, these online 

bidding Apps may be feasible for users with previous physical art purchase experiences, but their 

products are difficult to obtain more customers with potential interest in art collections, which is 

very limited for expanding customer groups. To some extent, they confine the possibility of 

emotional and impulsive art purchases. Based on these pain points for the user experience, this is 

an opportunity for us to improve the current digital art trading market and build a more enjoyable 

and vivid art collection journey.  

               Therefore, through the above analysis of competitive products, I discover that our 

mobile application has the following market opportunities. It can continue to enhance the 

features of the existing products and improve some functional deficiencies. Our company can 
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create new specialties according to the current pain points and users’ needs. In the real art world, 

the museum, as a non-profit organization and an institution supported by philanthropy, takes 

more responsibility for art education functions for the public. Otherwise, the gallery and auction 

houses are profit-making organizations that aim to sell artists’ works, so even if it carries out art 

education and art appreciation activities, it is also based on purposes of commercial transactions. 

This situation will create a gap between art education and art collection. As a neutral third-party 

startup in the art world, we are willing to build a bridge between profitable and non-profit 

organizations, connecting meaningful features of art education and art collection.  

Fig 1. The positioning map for the Live-Art mobile application 

            Geographically, our market opportunity exists in providing art tours and art guides only 

in New York City. However, many products are so aimless that they include museums around the 
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world, which is useless for local New Yorkers. In terms of functions, most of the products have 

designed many art guide processes, including buying tickets and how to find maps. However, we 

will focus on in-depth artistic experience and how to never miss a must-see exhibition. Besides, 

most of the products only provide the audience with a high-quality online catalog, listing the 

artworks that can be collected and the information that is displayed as selling goods, but we will 

establish a living art community so that art lovers who genuinely aspire to enter in this field can 

really connect with other art collectors. Through personally customized art advisory services, we 

will help collectors get a convenient, efficient, and safe purchase experience from beginning to 

end. 
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Problem and Pain Points 

                Firstly, according to our research, many people state that art is difficult to comprehend 

and the visual art forms are very obscure for them to learn. Since most people do not know the 

exact meaning behind artworks, the timeline of art history, or the art movements behind artists’ 

creative expressions, they are unable to embrace the sensation and joy of the art world and feel 

very frustrated. Also, other people believe that reading art history books is a tough and time-

consuming experience if they did not take academic art history courses previously, and thus they 

are reluctant to explore more about the art world. Some people manifest that art history is not a 

necessary subject or a skill to learn, and it costs a lot of money to enroll in an on-campus art 

history course, so although they realize that art knowledge may help them gain better art 

experiences, they lack practical motivation to deal with the current obstacle. Another noteworthy 

problem is that even if some people have studied art history courses before if they are not skilled 

enough to master this knowledge, they will still feel confused about applying the learned art 

concepts to art appreciation when visiting museums. Therefore, our venture will devote 

enormous energy to the art education curriculum, and we need to create art appreciation and art 

history courses as the main functions of our digital learning product.  

                Secondly, in addition to the problems we addressed in the first feature that many 

visitors lack art history education and thus cannot comprehend the works, other people manifest 

that they cannot connect personal experiences and emotions with the artworks while visiting a 

gallery, so their art museum tours are aimless, uncomfortable, and monotonous. How to 

appreciate art and how to engage in artistic environments are very tough for them. Visitors state 

that many art museums and galleries need more effective tour guides, whether in digital form or 
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with professional educators. Sometimes, they want to discuss the works of art with their peers or 

art professionals to express their artistic feelings. Still, they need help finding such talents or 

knowing how to facilitate a thoughtful conversation. They are also unknown what gallery 

activities other than discussion can help them understand the artworks or express their 

reflections. Although some museum education departments organize meaningful art events, such 

as drawing, art observation, creative writing, and family tours in the gallery, due to the 

information gap and the poor schedule distribution, many visitors cannot participate in these art 

appreciation programs. Additionally, these art activities need a significant investment in human 

resources and the time cost of curriculum development. Many organizations only have a limited 

number of activities, making it even more challenging to carry out public free art programs that 

are already tough to access.                           

               Thirdly, many visitors would prefer to avoid organizing their schedules to find the top 

cultural events in New York City. Because there are many art activities in the central 

metropolitan area, most individuals need more energy to screen them on the official museum 

website, which is time-consuming and tedious. For example, the auction house’s gallery preview 

is seasonal, with spring and fall auctions, and non-professionals may miss out on many 

spectacular moments. Furthermore, despite numerous art exhibitions, the quality is uneven, and 

poor curation may mislead the public. So, competent art specialists must create art calendars and 

guides for our users. Most existing art guide applications cannot give satisfactory and enjoyable 

experiences because they simply list the location and time information in a logical and tedious 

way. However, users are still unsure whether they are interested in the content of specific art 

activities. 
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                Lastly, for art collection, many people report that they need to be made aware of the 

current art collection trends, and there is no community where they can discuss and exchange the 

art market information. Most connections exist in a limited social circle, such as WeChat Group, 

but emerging collectors cannot reach out to more art enthusiasts in the same city. While 

investigating the user experience of the existing art collection applications, most people indicate 

that the existing products pay more attention to the transaction and selection links. However, 

such a purchase and collection experience is not reliable enough, making users feel insecure 

about collecting artworks hastily and, to some extent, impedes the development of emerging 

artists’ blue chip market. Users are afraid of affording risks and negative consequences from 

wrong decisions. They need more dimensional shopping and collecting experience, expecting to 

maintain good communication with galleries, auction houses, art fairs, and art advisory experts in 

the real world. Customers who wish to acquire artworks or other collectible works for investment 

purposes even require professional financial assistance, art appraisal advice, and market 

investment data analysis. These requirements cannot be succinctly summarized and satisfied by 

digital products. In addition, the purchase of artwork on the website lacks the visual impact and 

appeal of the canvas to the viewer. Buyers cannot observe the details of brushstrokes, 

stereoscopic sense of structures, color texture in different mediums, and the dimensional effect of 

the artwork in the interior space. Although many websites provide the function of mock-ups to 

preview the visual impact, people can hardly imagine the lively atmosphere of art rendering to 

the environment. The artistic sublime is multi-dimensional and can evoke multiple sensory 

experiences, which may always drive buyers to purchase the work in real settings. Yet, digital 

products are unable to describe such aesthetic aura.  
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Product and Service 

   Fig 2. The high-fidelity prototypes for the Live-Art mobile application 

              The digital product we developed is a mobile application about art education and 

collection. We also provide offline services and art activities, which are expected to be 

implemented in New York City. Since art education is a solid basis for cultivating art collectors, 

our design strategy combines art education with art collection knowledge and information. We 

integrate online art learning with in-person art events. By highlighting the significance of art 

education, my venture will cultivate more art lovers and art collectors to facilitate further the 

consumption of fine arts and other forms of art collections. Art collection represents an 

individual’s personality, aesthetics, and life experiences. Rather than investing standard financial 

assets, estate planning with art collection may be a far more emotional endeavor. Therefore, the 

four main functions of our Live-Art App address the importance of art education and art business 
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simultaneously, including art history digital learning, art appreciation events and guides, art 

collection community, and art advisory.  

                  In the first function, our company creates a set of online art history curricula with 

experts in the art education field. In response to people’s difficulties in studying art history, we 

made a digital learning system composed of small modules of art historical timelines presented 

with visual and audio instructional materials. As the figure of the prototypes shown, users can 

click into a section of art movement to explore the highlighted artworks and art history 

background stories. For example, in this screenshot, we list Impressionism, Post-Impressionism, 

Expressionism, and Cubism. The delicate interaction design combines engaging multimedia 

learning content with traditional text theories for users to engage in the art history study. It also 

contains a series of live-stream courses. We will invite a group of art history professors from 

accredited universities and senior art specialists from auction houses or art galleries to host 

online lectures on a weekly basis.  

                   Based on the art history curriculum, the second function in our application is art 

appreciation. It is necessary to know the concepts of art history and background information to 

help people fully understand artworks and attain beautiful aesthetic experiences. Therefore, we 

emphasize the significance of art appreciation and its related museum education pedagogies. 

Integrating with the art history knowledge that users learned in the first part, they can use 

professional methods of art appreciation introduced in the second part to build up their own 

artistic experiences. We utilize academic and philosophical art appreciation theories to guide our 

users to gain art appreciation experiences on the application.  

 18



                 The first teaching method we reference is the Visual Thinking Strategy, widely utilized 

in education departments and programs of the Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art, and the Guggenheim Museum. Three main questions constitute its basic 

framework: What is going on here? What do you see that makes you say that? What more can we 

find?  This art education framework may guide users to look and think while appreciating a 11

work of art deeply. The value proposition section will introduce a more detailed rationale, 

theoretical framework, and teaching practice as our art curriculum presents core instructional 

significance. The second learning session is about how to employ meditation and mindfulness to 

enter the art world. Users can join our online meditative art appreciation, enjoying the beautiful 

music, meditation process, and visual artworks, which will evoke the beholders’ multiple sensory 

experiences. The third session is about the thematic art tours, meaning that our art curriculum 

will create several themes as prompts and threads to lead users’ art appreciation. Our learning 

session will generate different categories of artworks for users to view, such as landscape, 

portrait, abstract expressionist painting, still life, and so on. This part aims to arouse viewers’ 

curiosity about various art categories and expand their imagination and logical thinking during 

the visual art journey. Furthermore, inspired by John Dewey’s excellent literature Art as 

Experience , we will host in-person art-making activities to guide our premier members to 12

establish genuine aesthetic and creative experiences. Activities include visiting the artists’ studio, 

drawing in the art museum, and painting in the art studio. These activities are of high quality and 

highly engaging. By appreciating and feeling the actual art-making process, people will have a 

 Yenawine, P. (2013). Visual thinking strategies: Using art to deepen learning across school disciplines. 11

Harvard Education Press. 

 Dewey, John. Art as Experience. New York: Minton, Balch & Co., 1934.b 12
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deeper and more impressive understanding of art languages on the canvas, including shapes, 

forms, lines, colors, shades, textures, movements, composition, and other visual marks.  

                   Moreover, we believe that art appreciation cannot be input passively. People need to 

go to art museums, galleries, and various art institutions to feel the charm of works of art. After 

the learning process of joining art history courses and engaging with art appreciation sessions, 

the third phase for our users is to go outside and participate in physical art activities in New York 

City as much as possible. Art-viewing and visiting art institutions are fundamental to becoming a 

genuine art lover or collector. About the topic of how to start an art collection, the patron and art 

collector Ann Schaffer suggests that “visiting a lot of galleries, museum shows, art fairs, auction 

previews and meeting with artists will be constructive, and when people get this constant 

exposure in the art world, especially to things that you don’t think you’re going to like, it leads to 

a certain discovery, and so then you learn what it is that you react to.”  We designed this 13

function to update art news every week and create an art map based on geographic location. Our 

art news feature will automatically recommend significant art events to our users. Besides, the 

notion of “news” is not confined to providing art exhibitions but also includes a broad variety of 

gallery events, opening parties, art talks, art seminars, and museum art programs. Users are 

encouraged to reach out to the dynamic art world in New York City. For instance, on our 

prototype, we demonstrate the second page with a map of the upper east side area and an 

exhibition guide inside, the Alex Katz - Gathering at the Guggenheim Museum.                               

 “How to Buy a Work of Art.” The New York Times. The New York Times, June 14, 2021. https://13

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/06/14/t-magazine/how-to-buy-art.html?
action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article. 
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                  The third function is to build an interactive art collection community where users can 

discuss their artistic experiences in New York City and share their art collections with more 

friends. Communication and sharing can effectively promote engagement in the art world. By 

posting photos taken in a gallery show to our application, users can find more friends who have 

similar interests to build a social circle and participate in the same art events. Or, people can 

share art market insights and own collections on our application. Users may discover trendy art 

styles, unique artworks, and emerging artists by viewing others’ home art collections. Art 

collectors may share their passion for the first acquisition, the most recent acquisition, the newest 

wishlist, the places they buy artworks, and the dominant medium in their unique art collection. 

By receiving and viewing these detailed and personal art-collecting stories, novice buyers will 

gain much confidence in their art journey. For example, on the third page of the prototype, we 

show some posts about emerging artists in the market, art collection insights, famous art 

collectors’ stories, and personal art collection showing from our users. What’s more, an art 

collection can convey the shared cultural and social values of a specific community, which is 

constructive for Chinese collectors’ to gain cultural identity and a sense of belonging in New 

York City and even in the United States. “The art you acquire reflects your social and ethical 

agenda, and the members of this group are using their collections to push the conversation in 

valuable new directions.”  In the long run, forming a community may empower emerging 14

Chinese artists’ potential markets and enhance our cultural competency in the Western world.  

 “The Innovator Lists, the Tastemakers.” Artnet.com. Accessed October 27, 2022. https://14

www.artnet.com/artnet-intelligence-report/?stream=business. 
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                The mobile application is bilingual in English and Chinese, which is very convenient 

for our Chinese target users who live in New York City. Users may select their preferred 

language while entering the App. 

Fig 3. The high-fidelity posters for the Live-Art in-person art events 

                  In addition, we have external services beyond the digital mobile application. We 

create many face-to-face art activities and the art advisory service in New York City. Both offline 

services can be registered through our mobile application's “art guide” page and “art advisory” 

page. Our digital products can connect art lovers through the virtual network platform and 

further transfer these connections to offline communication. For example, we will publish the art 

event posters on our application and official social media accounts, listing the time, location, 

title, ticket price, and main introduction of the offline activities. Then interested users can 

conveniently register and join us. In this screenshot, we showcase the fantastic upcoming art 

events, including the Met Cloister drawing session with our teaching artist, the David Zwirner 
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Gallery art tour of Joan Mitchell’s exhibition, and an exclusive art collection tour at a private 

residence next to Central Park.  

               At the same time, a similar logic is applied in the art collection section, where users can 

make an appointment with our art specialists and curators. As we mentioned before, our 

venture’s faith is to link art education and art collection to cultivate more future collectors. For 

this business goal, we have our fourth function - the art advisory service. According to users’ 

pain points when using other art-collecting products, we create digital and physical art 

experiences. If our target users hope to invest and collect artwork, we can provide professional 

face-to-face art advisory and guide users accurately to connect with their expected galleries. 

Users can make appointments on the App, writing down specific requirements for desirable art 

styles, financial budgets, dimensions, color tones, artists, displaying locations, and other 

particular demands. Accordingly, our company will provide an art specialist specializing in that 

art field and art market to proceed with the additional art collection guide. This business model 

may efficiently build the bridge between art galleries and art collectors. In response to the 

concern highlighted in the previous section, some art collectors are hesitant to buy artworks 

online, mainly because they cannot obtain the authentic effect of that artwork in a digital form. 

Thus our in-person art advisory is indispensable. An art specialist may provide the buyer with 

much information that the App cannot tell, such as the creative narrative of the artwork, the 

emotional perceptions of a masterpiece, and the artist's personal stories. In addition, buyers can 

examine the intricate details of painted markings and textures at a very close distance in the 

gallery. If they wish to hang the artwork on the wall in their living home, they may directly have 

a genuine preview of the blank space in a gallery, verifying the overall impression of a specific 
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dimension and a work of art in a room. “Consumers’ perception of the art collection experiences 

goes beyond the rational ‘evaluation,’ but it also includes feelings, sentiments, and emotions.”  15

Our art specialists can also recommend potential emerging artists or art categories to art 

collectors according to the newest report and data from auctions and art fairs. Customers can 

describe what visual expression style they are fascinated with, and we can help them find 

artworks that meet the criteria. We expect to organize meaningful and thoughtful conversations 

between our art specialists and art collectors, carefully investigating the reasons why they drove 

collectors to purchase paintings and what esthetic experiences they perceived during the art 

collection, and thus we are able to offer the personalized art collection plan. This hybrid 

purchasing service that combines analytical tools and emotional art experiences is very scarce, 

which can integrate the benefits of online and physical experiences and eliminate some 

difficulties encountered in purchasing artwork.     

 Chen, Yu. "Possession and access: Consumer desires and value perceptions regarding contemporary art 15

collection and exhibit visits." Journal of Consumer Research 35, no. 6 (2009): 925-940.
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Customer Segments 

                     The potential users and customers of the Live-Art App are Chinese, working, 

studying, traveling, and living in New York City, the United States of America. Whether students 

or office workers, everyone in the metropolis of New York hopes to find a sense of cultural 

belonging, art can be a common hobby, and it is also a spiritual bond connecting people with the 

same ethnic group. We hope to establish an art community through this application, where we 

can gather like-minded friends through gallery activities, art collection sharing, and art education 

programs. From online engagement to offline activities, our business project can promote more 

Chinese people living in the same city to exchange artistic inspirations and enjoy art together, 

thus contributing to the vigorous development of the local art market. New York City is one of 

the cities with the best and richest art resources in the world. There are hundreds of museums, 

galleries, art fairs, and auctions. Various styles of hotel lobbies, restaurants, and many private 

residences are equipped with complete harmonious art collections. Fifth Avenue next to Central 

Park is full of world-famous top museums, such as the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 

Guggenheim Museum, the Cooper Hewitt, the Smithsonian Design Museum, the Jewish 

Museum, and so on. The Chelsea area is crowded with different types of galleries, ranging from 

first-tier Mega galleries to middle and small-size emerging galleries. People living here will be 

more or less affected by the vitality and artistic atmosphere of the city. Many people will be 

willing to purchase artwork to decorate their living environment. For instance, the art collector 

Barbara Lane revealed in an interview that “New York is a special city, where her passion and 

experience combine art and objects in a real personal way. She and her husband spent most of 
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their lives collecting art at home when they could afford or buying new works to replace the 

previous series. In order to keep an old home fresh, they are committed to adjusting the  

artwork.”   16

Each artwork has a distinct inspiration, collecting origin, and acquisition story, vividly marking 

the collectors’ memories, milestones, and personal growth. According to the scholar Chen’s 

article (2009), “From a consumption perspective, a painting can be consumed through two 

different modes: it can be purchased and possessed, or it can be viewed and admired at art 

museums and galleries.”  Our target users mainly come from the groups with the above two 17

behavior modes. And these two groups of people share many similarities. “both visitors and art 

collectors, regardless of their chosen way of consumption in the art world - possession 

(collection) or access (museum visits), have many commonalities in their desires and values 

towards art, involving otherness, sociality, philanthropy, spirituality, intellectuality, aesthetics, 

love, multi-sensations, and addiction after their collection or visit experiences.”  There are two 18

typical kinds of target users in our business plan, which can be generally defined as museum 

lovers and art collectors. The first group is those who wish to get better art education resources 

through our application and enjoy the art and cultural heritage of the city. Although these people 

have no sufficient desire or collection intention, art education is a solid foundation for trading in 

the art market. We can guide them to our museum art tours, gallery visits, and art-making 

 DeLigter, Nora. “Step inside One Designer's Own Art-Filled New York Home.” Architectural Digest, 16

April 14, 2021. https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/a-stunning-art-collection-and-limited-natural-
light-set-the-tone-in-this-nyc-designers-home. 

 Chen, Yu. "Possession and access: Consumer desires and value perceptions regarding contemporary art 17

collection and exhibit visits." Journal of Consumer Research 35, no. 6 (2009): 925-940.

 Chen, Yu. "Possession and access: Consumer desires and value perceptions regarding contemporary art 18

collection and exhibit visits." Journal of Consumer Research 35, no. 6 (2009): 925-940.
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activities. By appreciating art, cultivating aesthetic insight, and accumulating artistic experience, 

we can gradually enhance people’s possibilities to establish their own art collections in the 

future. These people’s consumption habits allow them to be enthusiastic about participating in 

various art activities in the city. Although they will not increase sales, they can bring greater 

social exposure and influence to museums, galleries, and our company’s art guide business. 

                   The second group is those with stable financial conditions wishing to invest and 

establish an art collection that meets personal aesthetic standards and passion. They may be 

global citizens who love art and travel in the city or residents of New York City. They probably 

have a good art education background and a high income, but most of their art collections are for 

decorative purposes. Because they want to improve their taste and aesthetic experience further, 

they are eager to socialize through art activities. Or, they have enough money to collect artworks 

freely to meet various spiritual needs and have high artistic accomplishment. Although this group 

of people often participate in art fairs, they still need a more professional art collection advisory 

team to meet their professional needs, such as building and maintaining the corporate’s brand 

image and creating a humanistic team culture. 

               Art is frequently about emotions and enthusiasm more than mathematics. According to 

Art Basel 2021 Report, “Some collectors had a relatively high proportion of their overall 

portfolios of wealth invested in art, with 61% reporting an allocation of over 10%.” However, 

this collector group may lack professional art investment knowledge and accurate market 

insights to select artworks. Or, they do not have enough time and energy to confirm every 

process of art transaction. They need customized art collection plans and financial strategies to 

manage their properties. Through art education, art news, and external art advisory service 
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provided by our company, customers may purchase their desirable and affordable fine arts works 

or decorative artworks.  

                  Regarding age distribution, our products are more likely to be promoted to young 

collectors, including Gen Z, millennials, Gen X, and boomers. The development of 

telecommuting environment, home isolation policy, and more online products in recent years has 

dramatically affected the operation of the art market, from offline sales to online purchase mode. 

And the advent of NFT works of art also overturned people’s traditional understanding of art 

collections. The new generation of young collectors growing up in the information age and the 

Internet age effortlessly adapt to these brand new notions and tend to try digital purchase modes 

because they are easier to use social media, electronic devices, and mobile art collection 

applications than some older generation collectors. According to the art market report from Art 

Basel in 2022, the shift online also changed collectors’ behavior and demographics. “Different 

ways of purchasing art have enticed new buyer segments, with younger, tech-savvy collectors, 

often unknown to established galleries and fairs, entering the market and driving demand for 

rising art market stars.”  Besides, “looking at average expenditures and focusing only on those 19

who had purchased digital art in 2021, younger collectors spent more than their older peers, with 

millennials reporting the highest average ($410,000).”  This art market information provides us 20

with signals to tap more potential young collectors as users. From the perspective of art 

collection and the meaning of art education, we also need to invest in developing online art 

education products that adapt to the new generation of users, which is more consistent with their 

 “The Art Market, 2022.” Art Basel. Accessed November 5, 2022. https://www.artbasel.com/about/19

initiatives/the-art-market. 

 “The Art Market, 2022.” Art Basel. Accessed November 5, 2022. https://www.artbasel.com/about/20

initiatives/the-art-market. 
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habits of acquiring knowledge at ordinary times. In addition, art appreciation, perception, and 

awe of art need to be cultivated from childhood, which is not a quick teaching process. Although 

adult learning is essential, it is easier for young users to shape their attitudes toward art.
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Value Proposition & Competitive Advantage 

                 The core advantage of our team, which is different from other companies, is that we 

advocate innovation in designing art education curricula and aspire to build a social community 

of art collections. The functions of art education and art collection complement each other. Art 

education is the foundation of an art collection, which can promote the perception of beauty and 

then stimulate people’s affection for art collection; at the same time, an art collection can also 

enable more people to realize the necessity of art education and attract more capital to develop 

and pay attention to the needs of art education. We have excellent product development and 

design talents and many experts in the field of art education and curriculum design, which enable 

our products to have a rigorous and solid academic theoretical basis and be presented in a 

concise and appealing digital visual form.  

                  It is tough to teach art appreciation with historical theories and online curriculum 

merely, so real art experience and events in museums or artists’ studios will better cultivate our 

users’ connoisseurship. We believe that art appreciation is guided to participate and perceive 

rather than being taught. Our art education is designed in a hybrid mode, connecting online 

theoretical knowledge with offline art practices. This method will essentially solve the teaching 

problem in art appreciation. Through abundant academic research, we have adopted a series of 

advanced teaching methods to carry out art education. According to Chin (2017), Visual 

Thinking Strategies and Aesthetic Education Strategies are two main constructivist teaching 

methods in art appreciation, both of which can enhance the engagement of viewers in the art 

viewing process and guide the viewers to make better connections between the artworks and 
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their personal, relevant aesthetic experience.  The Visual Thinking Strategy facilitates open-21

ended questions, focusing on observation and communication skills through visual arts, guiding 

viewers to develop a rapport with art, increasing aesthetic understanding, and expanding their 

visual thinking ability. The dialogue has three major questions: What is going on in this picture? 

What do you see that makes you say that? What more can we find?  And similarly, the 22

Aesthetic Education Strategies of the Lincoln Center Institute advocate for creating a practice to 

foster appreciation, contemplation, discovery, and engagement for learners to pay attention to 

what requires attention. Although these two art appreciation education strategies aim to guide 

learners to think and talk about artwork, the difference lies in that Aesthetic Education 

emphasizes a specific artwork, the meanings intended by the artist, and the artist's choices in 

their art-making.  23

                 Furthermore, we plan to organize a set of in-person art-making activities and artist 

gallery tours based on the great philosopher John Dewey’s proposition. “For to perceive, a 

beholder must create his own experience. And his creation must include relations comparable to 

those which the original producer underwent.”  To help our learners attain the ultimate artistic 24

experience, we design a meaningful activity for leading them to create their artworks or to watch 

the artists’ actual art-making process in the art studio. By painting with brushes on a real canvas, 

 Chin, Christina. “Comparing, Contrasting and Synergizing Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) and 21

Aesthetic Education Strategies in Practice.” International journal of education through art 13, no. 1 
(2017): 61–75. https://doi.org/10.1386/eta.13.1.61_1

 Yenawine, P. (2013). Visual thinking strategies: Using art to deepen learning across school disciplines. 22

Harvard Education Press. 

 Chin, Christina. “Comparing, Contrasting and Synergizing Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) and 23

Aesthetic Education Strategies in Practice.” International journal of education through art 13, no. 1 
(2017): 61–75. https://doi.org/10.1386/eta.13.1.61_1

 Dewey, John. Art as Experience. New York: Minton, Balch & Co., 1934.b 24
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viewers can directly experience the strength of each brushstroke, the complexity of selecting and 

mixing colors, the subtle emotional changes, and the fineness of each line, and further generate 

resonance or novel understanding with the artwork that they appreciated or fascinated with 

before. For example, to enable the public to better understand the abstract expressionist works of 

postwar artists, such as Mark Rothko, Willem de Kooning, and Jackson Pollock, the Education 

Department of the Museum of Modern Art recorded a series of videos of studio art-making and 

artistic interpretations broadcasted on YouTube.  The teaching artist tried to restore the gesture, 25

mark, pigment, color mixing process, painting technique, and composition process used by the 

artist when creating the artworks according to the art history archives. “In an emphatic artistic-

esthetic experience, the relation is so close that it controls both the doing and the perception 

simultaneously. Such vital intimacy of connection cannot be had if only hand and eye are 

engaged.”  A painting or drawing activity may evoke learners’ multiple sensory experiences, 26

making the visual perception, sensation, and imagination more intense and explicit. In addition, 

art appreciation will be an appropriate combination of making and viewing. By creating works of 

art, people may genuinely comprehend the technical virtuosity of a masterpiece they encountered 

in the museum. At the same time, by carefully observing a work of art and incorporating the art-

making memory, people may attain both visual and spiritual delights that arouse intimate 

emotions and an intense sense of the sublime. “The doing may be energetic, and the undergoing 

may be accurate and intense. But unless they are related to each other to form a whole in 

 The Museum of Modern Art. “How to Paint like Willem De Kooning – Part 2 – with Corey 25

D'Augustine | in the Studio.” YouTube. YouTube, September 8, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=91-htuqmezI. 

 Dewey, John. Art as Experience. New York: Minton, Balch & Co., 1934.b 26
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perception, the thing done is not fully esthetic.”  Art is about emotion, creativity, and 27

observation, and these fundamental components guide people to connect their eyes, hands, and 

minds together to achieve fulfilled aesthetic experiences.  

               In terms of time and energy costs, our digital learning product can help save a great 

deal of time in attending traditional art education and art appreciation programs. Our cutting-

edge hybrid learning model can enhance the users’ learning experience, increasing the sense of 

engagement in the real art world more comprehensively and effectively. Users can use the 

fragmented time to participate in art history courses divided into modules and units. For art 

appreciation, users can flexibly arrange their own time to interact with the learning session, 

whether when visiting museums or staying at home in their leisure time. Our art news section has 

also greatly reduced the time individuals spend searching for exhibition information and has 

assisted users in maximizing their time through carefully curated art content. Since there are 

thousands of cultural events in New York City every month, and many of them are not open to 

the public, we have a professional team to build private relationships with these art institutions 

and to explore those activities with the best quality so that we can know the exclusive art 

information in the very first time. Four features in the Live-Art App will solve users’ learning 

obstacles, alleviate their stress in gaining art knowledge and foster their desire to learn more 

about art effectively. 

               Our venture values customization and personalized service. Our company’s App and in-

person art advisory service meet the current product gap in the New York market, especially for 

Chinese art collector groups who communicate in both Chinese and English. The art advisor will 

 Dewey, John. Art as Experience. New York: Minton, Balch & Co., 1934.b 27
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provide a unique plan for each customer according to the particular financial investment amount, 

interior style, displaying purpose, aesthetic preference, and cultural value. In Chen’s (2009) 

research about art consumption behaviors, the findings from this literature challenge the 

presupposition that possession is the ultimate expression of consumer desire and illustrate that 

contemporary art collectors and visitors choose collections or visits based on different desires. 

While the artwork is perceived similarly, groups and visits have a different impact on consumers’ 

perception of value.  Therefore, we highly emphasize good communication between the art 28

collector, art advisor, and the matched galleries. It is not a technical one-size fits all collection 

plan but a personal, emotional, and artistic guide. And the price for this service is very fair, 

charged in a commission form from the art transaction. Under the guidance of art experts, 

customers can collect works of art with great potential to rise in monetary value as well as 

ornamental merit. Although our company cannot fully guarantee a high return on investment, we 

will analyze its value range based on the past decade's accurate market data, judge emerging 

artists' possible trends, and try our best to preserve and give an exact estimated value of the 

collection. Such efficient and professional advisory services will reduce the financial risk of 

customers’ collections. Since customers have various purposes and demands for art collection, 

such as inheritance, divorce property split, bank loans, and so on, customized art counseling and 

art appraisal services with a reliable company will exceptionally guarantee and affect the 

outcomes of these issues.  

                Our enterprises also attach great significance to accessibility because it is the main 

obstacle to why the public cannot engage in the art world. The digitalization and Internet 

 Chen, Yu. "Possession and access: Consumer desires and value perceptions regarding contemporary art 28

collection and exhibit visits." Journal of Consumer Research 35, no. 6 (2009): 925-940.
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diffusion of art education can increase the fairness and popularity of education so that more 

online users can contact the art world physically. Many people are willing to participate in 

outstanding, beautiful, and free art exhibitions, but the severe information gap hinders the public 

from joining these art activities. Our product aims to enhance the accessibility of art collections 

and aspires to make this meaningful experience more widespread. Furthermore, we aspire to 

create art collection more accessible since many people may misunderstand that art collection 

only belongs to millionaires or billionaires, requiring huge capital consumption. However, this 

meaningful hobby has excellent flexibility and a variety of choices. For example, the New York 

Times reports the art collection story of Alvin Hall collecting Black artists’ works. “Over 40 

years, Alvin Hall has amassed a trove of blue-chip artists and amazing art collections in his 

modest New York apartment merely by trusting his eye.”  There are a vast number of unsold 29

works of young and unrepresented artists or decorative arts in the primary and secondary art 

markets that have a considerable amount of potential and may be pleasantly adorned in a house 

or workplace. These artworks are seriously underestimated and await to be collected. The art 

dealer Monique Meloche claims in an interview with the New York Times that “there are plenty 

of lists out there that will tell you the top five artists this week on Artsy or the top five artists at 

an auction, but people should trust themselves.”  The philosophy our art service advocates for 30

art collection is buying artworks that touch your heart, meet your aesthetic taste, and evoke 

emotional affection, as well as seeking potential new art stars rather than blindly collecting the 

 Garcia, Sandra E. “This Modest New York Apartment Holds One of the Best Art Collections in Town.” 29

The New York Times. The New York Times, June 14, 2021. https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/14/t-
magazine/alvin-hall-art-collection.html. 

 “How to Buy a Work of Art,” The New York Times (The New York Times, June 14, 2021), https://30

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/06/14/t-magazine/how-to-buy-art.html?
action=click&module=RelatedLinks&pgtype=Article.
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masterpieces or investing vast amounts of money. Art collectors should enjoy the beautiful and 

valuable process of discovering art pieces and will feel delightful living with them.          
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Unit Economics, Customer Acquisition Metrics, Financial Projections  

             As an internet start-up company that provides digital learning products, our venture's 

main revenue sources are our membership program and subscription fees. The pricing strategy 

we adopt is freemium. “Over the last decade, the freemium business model has grown in 

popularity. The term freemium is a mix of free and premium, and it refers to a strategy in which 

customers can get a basic version of a product or service for free and then pay a fee to upgrade to 

a premium version with additional functions and services.”  Our premium members can enjoy 31

the full set of art education online courses, art appreciation sessions, the updating art guides in 

New York City, and all free permissions in the art community. Although all public users can also 

participate in many art history courses of our digital learning programs for free, the upgraded 

members can enjoy more additional online and offline education and art collection resources. For 

instance, they have free access to our art talks and face-to-face communication with famous and 

experienced art specialists or art professors. It will be an effective way to encourage users to 

engage more actively with the content they subscribe to. On the one hand, by paying a 

subscription fee of $50 per month or $500 per year, premium members can be guided and 

arranged to fully participate in all high-quality art programs in New York City. Compared with 

other museum membership programs, premium users can attend all of our offline art appreciation 

activities and museum art tours for free, which is very economical. For example, according to the 

official websites of the notable museums in New York City, the membership price at the 

Metropolitan Museum of art is from $110 to $3500 per year based on different benefits, 

 Gu, Xian, P.K. Kannan, and Liye Ma. “Selling the Premium in Freemium.” Journal of Marketing 82, 31

no. 6 (2018): 10–27. https://doi.org/10.1177/0022242918807170. 
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exhibition tours, and events.  And the membership price at the Guggenheim museum starts from 32

$85 to $1000. If members are willing to participate in drawing or other kinds of online art 

courses provided by the museum education department, they will separately pay another $160.  33

By participating in our art program, visitors can enjoy the art activities of various museums in 

NYC just by paying a single membership fee.  

                 On the other hand, if the normal log-in users are willing to participate in a single art 

activity led by our art experts, they can pay for a single trip. For this part, our revenue is 

receiving art tours’ ticket fees. The fee for each in-person art event is between $50 to $80 and 

usually lasts about 2 to 3 hours, which is also a very flexible choice for users who do not register 

for the yearly or monthly membership. Since we fully value our users' purchasing and learning 

experience, our product will not force users to upgrade their service plans, and they can easily 

select their preferred program. And such flexibility will also attract more new users to enjoy our 

products and services. Ideally, if we can hold two offline art events every week, each with 20 

people, the annual net ticket income will be between $96,000 to $153,600. 

                   For the art collection section, we provide an art advisory service, and the fee for this 

section is charged as an intermediation service fee. From each successful transaction in the art 

gallery, art fair, or other acquisition venues, we charged 8% of the total payment. For example, if 

a buyer purchases an artwork worth $1000 from a gallery, we will charge $80. By working with 

our art advisory team, users may gain convenient and efficient art collection guides from the very 

beginning to selecting artworks until the final process of receiving works of art, and according to 

 “Membership Starts Here.” Members Count | The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Accessed November 2, 32

2022. https://engage.metmuseum.org/members/members-count/?promocode=49262. 

 “Membership.” The Guggenheim Museums and Foundation. Accessed November 2, 2022. https://33

www.guggenheim.org/membership
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circumstances, we may assist our customers in displaying the work of art on the appropriate 

position in their home or workspace. 

                    In addition, we have a part of the revenue for advertising from art galleries, art fairs, 

and auction houses. Since our online art collection community can increase these art institutions' 

influence, exposure, and popularity, they can pay a certain advertising fee to our company to 

promote their physical art activities and ongoing exhibitions. On the other hand, we can not only 

cooperate with art institutions but also provide advertising and promotion services for some 

emerging young artists who have yet to sign a gallery because they need online social media 

platforms and art communities to help them promote their artworks. If these young artists 

successfully sell their works on our online platform, we will also charge 8% of the intermediary 

fee from the art collector. In this process, our art consulting experts will assist these novice artists 

and the collectors in completing the art collection by providing them with transactional payment 

methods, art collection certificates, shipping options, copyright guarantees, and aesthetic advice 

for collectors’ living spaces. 

                    Our company mainly charged through annual membership fees, offline art-guided 

activities, and art collection consulting in the first two years. Among them, the main expense we 

need is the labor cost of the product development and art specialist team, that is, the salary of the 

team staff. In the later stage, the number of users of our program has increased, and after it has 

particular popularity in New York, we will charge more advertising fees. Our enterprise takes the 

social influence, number of users, and their engagement in our activities as the standard to 

measure the project’s success.  
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Fig 4. The projected Profit and Loss chart 

Fig 5. The Net Profit and Loss by year 

                The initial capital of the venture is invested by co-founders without bank loans and 

other forms of financing. As shown in the above chart, our sources of income include annual fees 
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for subscriptions, advertising fees, event tickets, and art advisory services. We assume that there 

are one thousand registered premium members and 20 advertisers. The main expenses of the 

company are employees’ salaries, materials used in art activities, and customer events. In the first 

year, we did not make a profit, but in the second year, we made a good profit. In the third year, 

the yield increased significantly, and in the fourth year, it continued to grow steadily.  
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Marketing, Sales, and Distribution Strategy 

                  Our company’s distinguishing strength is the design of a digital product that 

integrates the market of art education and art collection. Furthermore, our key opportunity is to 

bridge the gap between similar items on the market and gather the enormous potential art 

education and art consumption market in the New York Chinese community via online platforms. 

However, we have a significant weakness in promoting and marketing our products at this early 

stage, namely, how to gain customers’ trust and participation in our courses and art events. 

Accordingly, the market threat is primarily focused on developing a long-lasting customer 

relationship in the art advisory service because galleries and auction houses will also provide 

similar expert advisory consulting. Our ultimate marketing goal is to gather art lovers and 

potential art collectors to use our applications in New York City as much as possible. When 

people want to access online art education or art information, they will want to download our 

products and become loyal users by participating in our art learning program. Our company will 

set up a set of official social media accounts in the form of a matrix, showcasing our activity 

preview, event schedule, video course audition, and photos of the art museum events on the 

official homepage. In the process of publicity and marketing, we will build relationships and 

partnerships with various museums, galleries, action studios, art studios, art centers, and other 

institutions to promote our venture.  

               For the promotional channels, we will jointly promote our entrepreneurial project 

through traditional art media and Internet social media platforms based on Live-Art’s target 

demographic and suitable for art education-based content. Traditional media publicity channels 

include several arts and lifestyle magazines, such as the New York Times, Artnet, the Art 
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Newspaper, the ARTnews, Artforum, Galerie, Art daily, and so on. Social media platforms 

encompass Instagram, Tiktok, Youtube, Twitter, and some emerging Chinese platforms. In the 

early stage of marketing, we will distribute most of the content to our media accounts, during 

which we will invite bloggers and key opinion leaders related to art education, art collection, art 

appreciation, and art history topics to test our art courses as well as art events for free. And then, 

they may write tweets to publicize their real feelings after these learning experiences. Such 

honest feedback will accumulate reputation, potential, and initial user groups for us on social 

media. We will create several hashtags about our company to promote critical information and 

temporary art events, such as #learningwithlive-art, #arteventsinNYC, and so on. This marketing 

strategy may attract users with a similar passion. In the following marketing stage, we will invest 

funding to several famous paid art media, expecting these traditional channels to write a 

significant number of professional press releases from rigorous art criticism perspectives and art 

history viewpoints, which will make our art events more influential and more trustworthy in the 

whole society, art market, and art institutions.  

                  Considering that our target users are the Chinese community, we will also conduct 

publicity and advertising on social media websites that are frequently used by Chinese people, 

such as the WeChat official account, Weibo, and Little Red Book. More and more Chinese 

people search for and obtain local activity information through articles on the WeChat official 

account. We can release our press releases through some New York lifestyle-related versions. For 

feedback on the specific experiences in art events, we can focus on video platforms where we 

gather many Vloggers, including Youtube, Bilibili, and the Little Red Book. Take the Little Red 

Book as a specific example of our ideal marketing channel. There are many promotional posts 
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about daily learning records, learning methods, and artsy lifestyles on this social platform which 

are mainly composed of high-quality pictures, text, and videos. Based on the recommendation 

logic of nearby geographical locations, it has a robust regional communication power, enabling 

many online users within a specific range to effectively reach out to the art-related topics they 

are interested in. In addition, the posts recommended on the platform homepage are set according 

to specific algorithms, such as topic popularity and personal preferences, so that people can get 

their expected information. The users’ posts are shared based on personal experiences, such as 

shopping experience, product trial experience, museum experience, restaurant feedback, home 

decoration experience, and so on. Therefore, the platform provides users with solid credibility for 

product recommendations. For promoting our brand positioning and vision, I hope everyone in 

the organization can convey our philosophy of living with the art we advocated when talking 

about our business. In our marketing strategy, we may lead people to regard the involvement of 

art knowledge as fragmented information that can be retrieved at any time, view art exhibitions 

in museums as parts of social life, and penetrate aesthetics into personal home and office living 

environments, so that the experience of beauty surrounds everything in life. The quality of social 

media posts contributes to the success of marketing the mobile application and art services. 

“Posts should meet three main criteria: they should be up to date, meaning that the digital 

product is still active; part of a dialog, that is creating interactions and comments on users’ posts; 

and should solicit action from the audience, which means that viewers’ desire to participate in the 

content is evoked.”   34

 Avram, Diana, Isabel Azevedo, Raymond Dolan, Elizabeth Walling, Holly Ault, Michael Aghajanian, 34

Lia Mkhitaryan, Lilit Stephain, Gayane Ayvazyan, and Piruza Haruthunjan. "Marketing an Art Education 
App for the Modern Age." (2019).
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               In addition to establishing marketing channels with the media, we will also develop in-

depth partnerships with universities and companies in the real world. There are many art colleges 

and a large number of excellent undergraduate and graduate art programs in New York City, 

involving New York University, Columbia University, the New School, School of Visual Arts, 

Pratt Institute, Fashion Institute of Technology, Hunger College, and so on. We will establish 

close cooperation with these academic institutions, promote digital products among students, and 

organize art students to take the lead in participating in our art tours. We can also collaborate 

with enterprises to arrange team-building events for various types of companies in New York so 

as to achieve the benefits of relaxation through artistic experience.  
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Operations 

                 In our venture’s ecosystem, products, services, and marketing channels are the key 

players. On the one hand, our company stands out in the marketplace by providing high-quality 

online art education content and personalized, offline art collection services, so managing the 

company’s talented team to create a great art learning and aesthetic experience is our core 

mission. The collaboration and communication between product design, development teams, art 

educators, and art market specialists are fundamental. Rigorous academic research is our basis 

for developing innovative pedagogies. On the other hand, from the practical implementation 

level, after having unique educational products and art advisory services, marketing is an 

essential factor in determining the company's success. We should promote our product in the real 

world and on social media platforms to let more potential users know, download, and participate 

in our art content. As mentioned in the marketing chapter, we will mainly rely on inviting 

bloggers to participate in our art activities for free as a publicity channel at the initial stage. After 

that, we can invest a certain percentage of the company’s revenue into marketing when we have 

a sure profit because it is a stable and secure strategy.  “The percentage approach is allocating a 

certain percentage of projected gross revenues to marketing and communications that closely ties 

spending to the performance of your business; as your company grows, so too would your 

marketing budget. Nancy Schwartz, president of the marketing and communications consulting 

firm Nancy Schwartz & Company, recommends that they allocate an average of 9 to 12 percent 

of their annual budget for marketing.”  35

 Professional Artist Magazine. “Create a Marketing and Communications Budget for Your Art 35

Business.” Professional Artist Magazine, December 5, 2016. https://professionalartistmag.com/create-
marketing-and-communications-budget-your-ar/. 
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                 In the specific process of team management and entrepreneurship, our main 

technological risks focus on the operation and maintenance of software. Maintaining a stable 

interactive experience of applications requires interaction experience designers and developers in 

the team to continuously optimize product design based on market users' feedback. The 

organizational risk lies in our talent resources coming from multiple fields. Cross-field 

communication, multi-disciplinary integration, and coordination of tasks of each department are 

challenges for project managers. The risk brought by competitors comes from how to encourage 

users to choose our new products instead of services provided by existing and larger art 

institutions. For example, many famous galleries and banks in New York also have art consulting 

services. As a technology startup company, we should supplement the unique benefits that these 

companies do not have. 
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The Team  

                As an Internet start-up company, we have three significant departments: digital product 

development, art education curriculum design, and art collection advisory. The brilliant 

multidisciplinary product development team includes project managers, developers, 

programmers, writers, media artists, UI & UX (Product) designers, instructional designers, and 

data scientists. This team will work on creating the best online learning experience for our users. 

The User Experience designer and the instructional designer will conduct a thorough research 

about our potential learners, creating a set of practical functions in the application based on the 

user-research analysis. According to the wireframes and prototypes, the developers, media artists, 

and writers will start developing and coding all of the features. Finally, the whole product team 

will invite people to conduct a usability test of our application and organize meetings to critique 

and iterate the product. Since we are building a product specifically for art education and art 

collection, our team also includes many excellent talents in the art field, including art instructors, 

museum educators, art history professors, art market specialists, auction house experts, and real 

estate brokers. They can provide valuable academic perspectives and market insights for our 

products and external in-person art events. Our product team will always reference professional 

advice from the art education team to update and check the digital learning modules. To better 

carry out in-person services beyond the digital product, we also have art advisory experts with 

years of actual art market experience. They will assist our customers in developing their art 

collection plans. In our offline art museum tours, we also employed many excellent part-time 

museum docents and fine art significant students from the notable art programs of top 

universities in New York City. In addition, we also have a marketing team to carry out the 
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company's marketing operation, including social media account managers, creative art directors, 

public relations, market analysts, and a brand marketing coordinator. To create a compelling and 

engaging user experience, the whole team should communicate, interact, and collaborate with 

each other. Our team members are interdisciplinary talents who understand aesthetics, education, 

desirability, the business side, the technical side, and the marketing side. 

                 The inspiration and growth of our venture is a partnership between three friends in the 

art and technology field: Mona Wang, Yuki Han, and Olivia Zhang. Mona Wang received a 

Bachelor of Science degree in Design from the Polytechnic University of Milan. After 

graduating, she completed a Master of Arts degree in Art Business from Sotheby’s Institute of 

Art. She has worked in many notable art institutions around the world, including the National 

Museum of China in Beijing, UCCA Contemporary Art Center, Venice Biennale, Harvard 

University FAS in Boston, and Macy Art gallery in New York, specializing in the international 

art world and art education field. Those art institutions encompass the art museum, art festival, 

gallery, and art research labs. Mona Wang will bring thoughtful insights about art collections in 

New York City and introduce many advanced theoretical-based art education pedagogies. 

Besides, Yuki Han is a senior user experience designer based in the United States and is 

responsible for leading the product development team. She received a Master of Science degree 

in instructional technology and media major at Columbia University. Her research fields intersect 

art education, user experience design, Human-Computer-Interaction, psychology, and new 

technological trends. She will contribute cutting-edge digital forms and design methodologies to 

our team to create our online digital learning product. She has worked in a famous technology 

company in Silicon Valley for five years, and her rich experience in product development and 
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design supervision can promote our team’s work efficiency and bring us the most reliable project 

management practice. The third prominent leader in our venter is Olivia Zhang, who has 

abundant art advisory experience in the art industry and will manage the art collection team in 

our company. She finished her Bachelor of Arts degree in Art history and then received the 

Master of Arts degree in Visual Arts Management major at New York University. Studying and 

working in New York City made her very familiar with the art market business and organizing 

gallery events in this metropolitan. She has worked in the world-top auction house Christie’s as 

an art specialist in Contemporary Art Department for three years. Participated in planning a 

variety of private sale events, exhibition previews, and art advisory with essential art collectors; 

she is highly skilled in introducing the latest art market insights, background stories of each 

artwork, and the whole art collection process to art collectors, which will enable our art 

collectors and users to obtain the ultimate art experience and sense of security in the 

transactional process. 
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Execution Timeline 

                  In light of project management, they are two simultaneous business lines. For our 

company, developing the digital product, the Live-Art mobile application is of great importance. 

While designing our major products, we will organize art specialist and business development 

teams to research and develop additional art advisory services and offline art events.  

Fig 6. The execution timeline of Live-Art company 
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                The schedule for our digital product to launch online is about half a year, during which 

we need to constantly design, develop, and make usability tests on various product functions. 

From November 2022, our user experience design team will start conducting user research, 

market analysis, scenarios, and competitor analysis and ideating some main features of the 

mobile learning product. After the design phase, we will enter the development stage of the 

digital product. Our application and website developers will program the functions according to 

user experience design outcomes. After the usability test, implementation phase, and iteration of 

our first product, we can launch our application to the public. All main features will be fully 

developed and designed. Even though we have already launched the application, our team will 

keep improving the learning experiences based on real users’ positive and negative feedback, 

further modifying, iterating, and optimizing the main product. 

                  Compared with digital product development, the research cycle of offline art 

activities will be shorter. In about four months, our team can establish influential contacts with 

museums, galleries, and auction houses and create a published proposal of meaningful art 

activities. Our art education specialists will organize meetings to develop a set of in-person art 

appreciation courses and tours inside the art studio or art museums. After we have finished the 

event plans, we will test our art curriculum and art tours in the galleries with our team staff. If we 

discover any teaching problems, we will improve the art appreciation sessions according to the 

audience’s feedback. 


                  After May 2023, our primary mission at this stage is marketing and promoting our 

digital products and in-person services on social media platforms as well as online art media. We 

will continuously build up and enlarge our art community. The influence of the interactive art 
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community on the internet and the real world is significant to our development. At the same time, 

we embark on assigning art advisory plans and strategies for our art collectors. Also, we must 

well prepare all materials for face-to-face consulting with clients. After marketing and 

accumulating many users, we will have meetings and art tours with potential art collectors, 

providing them with the best and most professional art advisory content. To nurture the customer 

relationship, we will plan various high-quality art events and cocktail parties for our art 

collectors and premium members to construct a better art community in the real world. Ideally, at 

the end of October 2023, our enterprise will successfully establish an art community with 

100,000 active users and 1000 potential art collectors and hold 50 offline art activities.  
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